COALITION BUILDING WORKSHEET

1. **List the connections you already have to possible coalition groups.** Think: Are you a part of your local neighborhood organization? Religious group? Political group?
   
a.____________________________________________________________________________________
   
b.____________________________________________________________________________________
   
c.____________________________________________________________________________________
   
d.____________________________________________________________________________________

2. **List possible connections you could make to coalition groups.** If you are a multiple sclerosis patient, do you belong to the MS Society? If you are a student, are there campus groups that might support medical cannabis?
   
a.____________________________________________________________________________________
   
b.____________________________________________________________________________________
   
c.____________________________________________________________________________________
   
d.____________________________________________________________________________________

3. **Review your strategic plan.** Determine where in your strategic plan you could use support from these allied groups. Choose one of your strategies or tactics and explain how a coalition group could help.
   
   .____________________________________________________________________________________
   
   .____________________________________________________________________________________
   
   .____________________________________________________________________________________
   
   .____________________________________________________________________________________
   
   .____________________________________________________________________________________
   
   .____________________________________________________________________________________